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How does the Spirit of God relate to the Bible, to the Christ, to the human person, to the church and to the world? This volume probes these
questions in light of the recent worldwide revival of pneumatological reflection and debate.
A holistic guide and model for achieving spiritual health and for providing spiritual care. Of interest to chaplains, pastors, imams, medical and
mental health care providers, or any professional leadership.
This volume provides a fascinating insight into the way that the theological concerns of two important fourth-century Greek Christian authors,
Athanasius and Basil of Caesarea, shaped their exegesis of Scripture as they sought to explicate tha nature and status of the Holy Spirit.
A compact discussion of the Holy Spirit in Christian theology written by a leading expert in the field
It is time for the Holy Spirit to get its own street cred! There shall be no more third-wheeling the ever-present, life-sustaining, and empowering
member of the Trinity. In this guide to the Spirit, Kim is putting the Holy Ghost back where it belongs; after all, the Spirit gave birth to the
church and kept it rocking, rolling, revivaling, and transforming across time and culture. Throughout the book, you will get a taste of the
different ways the church has understood the Spirit, partnered with the Paraclete, and imaged the Spirit in scripture. Most importantly, Kim
brings together the tradition with contemporary culture, science, and the many tongues and testimonies of the global church. The compelling
power of this volume comes from the creative interplay Kim orchestrates between images such as the Spirit as vibration, breath, and light and
her powerful unpacking of different images such as the releaser of han, a Korean term for unjust suffering, or the concept of Chi. This isn't
simply a guide to what the church is saying about the Holy Spirit--it's a guide to actually opening our theological imaginations to a Spirit that is
present, active, and calling us to participate in life-giving work.
There is great confusion and controversy over the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Who is he, and what does he do? Is he some type of force? Is
he an energy or a thing? Likewise, topics such as spiritual gifts, the baptism in the Spirit, and being filled with the Spirit tend to incite differing
views and discord, even amongst the sincerest and most devoted Christians. Because of all this, some have hesitated to study or teach on
the Holy Spirit. This is unfortunate, since the Holy Spirit makes possible both the redemption (John 6:8-9, Rom 8:11) and sanctification (1 Pet
1:2) of believers. In addition, the Holy Spirit, in a unique way, makes the truth, power, and presence of the Godhead experiential. For these
reasons, the study of the Holy Spirit and his ministries should be fervently pursued and enjoyed! Let's study him together with the Bible
Teacher's Guide. "The Bible Teacher's Guide... will help any teacher study and get a better background for his/her Bible lessons. In addition,
it will give direction and scope to teaching of the Word of God. Praise God for this contemporary introduction to the Word of God." --Dr. Elmer
Towns, Co-founder of Liberty University
The geographical extent of the orient and occident is a validation of the cultural and ideological differences that have existed with constancies
between the two hemispheres throughout the ions of time. Ideological pluralism has been the common practice of the inhabitants of both
spheres but with unique manifestations. Christianity along with other religions are warmly embraced and pragmatically characterized by the
orientals and occidentals with reserved peculiarities. Oriental Christians viewed pneumatology as being a significant particle of their
theological and liturgical lives, while Occidental Christians see Christology as the primal substance in Christianity. Although both groups have
a history of singling out this distinction, over the years, theologians and theology have helped both sides understand the importance of both
pneumatology and Christology in Christianity. It is concertedly understood that neither of the two can be studied or taught without the other.
Their inseparable existence makes Christianity a complete whole. The authors exploration and literary expedition through myriad of sources
allow him to compile data relevant to understanding the importance of the Holy Ghost and Spiritual gifts within the Christian community.
Whether a secular or non-secular intellectual, you will find the information in this book to be rewarding, resourceful and informative. You will
come across comments from some of humanitys and Christendoms finest and brightest academics in an eclectic form. Join the author now
on his literary expedition. Welcome!
This volume offers a compact introduction to one of the most daunting texts in the New Testament. The Letter to the Hebrews has inspired
many readers with its encomium to faith, troubled others with its hard sayings on the impossibility of a second repentance, and perplexed still
others with its exegetical assumptions and operations drawn from a cultural matrix that is largely alien to modern sensibilities. Long thought to
be Paul, the anonymous author of Hebrews exhibits points of continuity with the apostle and other New Testament writers in the letter's (or
sermon's) vision of life in the light of the crucified Messiah, but one also finds distinctive perspectives in such areas as Christology,
eschatology, and atonement. Gray and Peeler survey the salient historical, social, and rhetorical factors to be considered in the interpretation
of this document, as well as its theological, liturgical, and cultural legacy. They invite readers to enter the world of one of the boldest Christian
thinkers of the first century.
Themelios is an international, evangelical, peer-reviewed theological journal that expounds and defends the historic Christian faith. Themelios
is published three times a year online at The Gospel Coalition (http://thegospelcoalition.org/themelios/) and in print by Wipf and Stock. Its
primary audience is theological students and pastors, though scholars read it as well. Themelios began in 1975 and was operated by
RTSF/UCCF in the UK, and it became a digital journal operated by The Gospel Coalition in 2008. The editorial team draws participants from
across the globe as editors, essayists, and reviewers. General Editor: D. A. Carson, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School Managing Editor:
Brian Tabb, Bethlehem College and Seminary Consulting Editor: Michael J. Ovey, Oak Hill Theological College Administrator: Andrew David
Naselli, Bethlehem College and Seminary Book Review Editors: Jerry Hwang, Singapore Bible College; Alan Thompson, Sydney Missionary
& Bible College; Nathan A. Finn, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary; Hans Madueme, Covenant College; Dane Ortlund, Crossway;
Jason Sexton, Golden Gate Baptist Seminary Editorial Board: Gerald Bray, Beeson Divinity School Lee Gatiss, Wales Evangelical School of
Theology Paul Helseth, University of Northwestern, St. Paul Paul House, Beeson Divinity School Ken Magnuson, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary Jonathan Pennington, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary James Robson, Wycliffe Hall Mark D. Thompson,
Moore Theological College Paul Williamson, Moore Theological College Stephen Witmer, Pepperell Christian Fellowship Robert Yarbrough,
Covenant Seminary
Karl Barth is perhaps the most influential Protestant theologian of the twentieth century. This Guide to his thought, written by one of the
leading scholars of Barth, offers a concise but comprehensive introduction to his theology. The first chapter of the book considers the life and
work of Karl Barth. Thereafter, the chapters examine in turn the key theological topics which Barth treated in his magnum opus, the Church
Dogmatics – the doctrine of the Word of God, the doctrine of God, the doctrine of creation, and the doctrine of reconciliation. In each case,
the theological path which Barth follows is first traced and then illuminated, recognising key lines of critique at appropriate junctures. The final
chapter considers the legacy of the work of Barth, and the book closes with a list of suggestions for further reading. This structure follows the
series format of the Bloomsbury T&T Clark Guides for the Perplexed, and offer a clear and accessible introduction to Barth's thought.
Journal of Biblical and Pneumatological Research VOLUME FOUR FALL 2012 The Journal of Biblical and Pneumatological Research (JBPR)
is a new international peer-reviewed academic serial dedicated to narratively and rhetorically minded exegesis of biblical and related texts.
Potential topics include theological and pneumatological interpretation, the role of spiritual experience with authorial, canonical, and
contemporary contexts, and the contextual activity of Ruach Yahweh, Ruach Elohim, and various identiþcations of the Holy Spirit. JBPR
hopes to stimulate new thematic and narrative-critical exploration and discovery in both traditional and under-explored areas of research.
CONTENTS Editor's Overview of Volume 4 MARKUS LOSKER--Seeing the Unseeable - Speaking the Unspeakable: From a Kenosis of
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Exegesis toward a Spiritual Biblical Theology ANDREAS HOECK, S.S.D.--The Johannine Paraclete - Herald of the Eschaton RIKU P.
TUPPURAINEN--The Contribution of Socio-Rhetorical Criticism to Spirit-Sensitive Hermeneutics: A Contextual Example - Luke 11:13 LYLE
STORY--One Banquet with Many Courses (Luke 14:1-24) PIETER DE VRIES--Ezekiel: Prophet of the Name and Glory of YHWH - The
Character of His Book and Several of Its Main Themes MARK SAUCY--How Does the Holy Spirit Change Us? - A Review Essay Review of
Elim Hiu, Regulations Concerning Tongues and Prophecy in 1 Corinthians 14.26-40: Relevance beyond the Corinthian Church (M. Fred
Haltom) Review of Joseph Peter Becker, Paul's Use of Xa/rij in 2 Corinthians 8-9: An Ontology of Grace (Rebecca Skaggs and Thomas
Doyle) Review of Manfred Baumert, Natÿrlich - ÿbernatÿrlich: Charismen entdecken und weiterentwickeln [Natural - Supernatural: Discovering
and Developing Spiritual Gifts] (Wolfgang Vondey) Review of Norbert Baumert, Sorgen des Seelsorgers: †bersetzung und Auslegung des
ersten Korintherbriefes [Worries of Pastors: Translation and Interpretation of First Corinthians] (Manfred Baumert and Paul Elbert) Review of
Gonzalo Haya-Prats, Empowered Believers: The Holy Spirit in the Book of Acts (Martin Mittelstaadt, Lyle Story, and James Shelton)
A 9-week self-study guide for individuals or groups to learn and understand the Biblical doctrines concerning the Holy Spirit
This book is the first treatise exclusively devoted to developing the epistle's teaching about the Spirit. Presently, scholarship has focused
most of its attention on the epistle's eschatology and Christology, with pneumatology usually being relegated to a few passing remarks. The
book argues that the latter notion has been unduly neglected. This book is the first treatise exclusively devoted to developing the epistle's
teaching about the Spirit. Presently, scholarship has focused most of its attention on the epistle's eschatology and Christology, with
pneumatology usually being relegated to a few passing remarks. The book argues that the latter notion has been unduly neglected.
Pneumatology: A Guide for the PerplexedBloomsbury Publishing

Informed reassessment of Pentecostalism as a mystical tradition of the church universal Pentecostalism, says Daniel
Castelo, is commonly framed as "evangelicalism with tongues" or dismissed as simply a revivalist movement. In this book
Castelo argues that Pentecostalism is actually best understood as a Christian mystical tradition. Taking a theological
approach to Pentecostalism, Castelo looks particularly at the movement's methodology and epistemology as he carefully
distinguishes it from American evangelicalism. Castelo displays the continuity between Pentecostalism and ancient
church tradition, creating a unified narrative of Pentecostalism and the mystical tradition of Christianity throughout history
and today. Finally, he uses a test case to press the question of what the interactions between mystical theology and
dogmatics could look like.
Postliberal theology is a movement in contemporary theology that rejects both the Enlightenment appeal to a 'universal
rationality' and the liberal assumption of an immediate religious experience common to all humanity. The movement
initially began in the 1980s with its association to Yale Divinity School by theologians such as Hans Frei, Paul Holmer,
David Kelsey, and George Lindbeck, who were themselves significantly influenced by the works of Karl Barth, Clifford
Geertz, and Ludwig Wittgenstein. Postliberalism uses a narrative approach to theology, arguing that all thought and
experience is historically and socially mediated. Michener provides the reader with an accessible overview of the origins,
current thought, potential problems, and future possibilities of postliberal theology. The movement's philosophical and
theological backdrop is briefly discussed, along with the seminal theologians identified with the movement. Michener
shows how postliberalism emerges from the context of the postmodern critique of Enlightenment rationalism and
empiricism not as an advancer of the agenda of classical liberal theology but rather as its resounding critic.
This book applies a novel method of critical reading of Lumen Gentium and Mystici Corporis in combination with
redaction-historical analysis to channel the Second Vatican Council’s modest attempts at pneumatological renewal into a
more open and receptive faith practice and theology.
This volume brings 'America's theologian' and one of the fastest growing forms of Christianity into dialogue. Edwards is a
fruitful source for Pentecostal investigation for historical and theological reasons. Edwards and Pentecostals descend
from a common historical tradition-North American Evangelicalism. From revivalism and religious/charismatic experience
to pneumatology they also share common theological interests. Though sharing a common history and core theological
concerns, no critical conversation between Pentecostals and Edwards and their fields of scholarship has occurred. This
is the first volume that provides Pentecostal readings of Edwards' theology that contribute to Pentecostal theology and
Edwards scholarship. The contributing essays offer examination of affections and the Spirit, God and Salvation, Church
and culture; and mission and witness.
In the first critical study of the major theologians of pentecostalism, one of the fastest growing and most influential
religious traditions in the world, Christopher A. Stephenson establishes four original categories to classify pentecostal
theologians' methodologies in systematic/constructive theology. The four categories are based respectively on: the
arrangement of biblical texts; the relationship between theology and Christian spirituality; doctrine concerning the
kingdom of God; and pneumatology as a basis for philosophical and fundamental theology. Stephenson analyzes each
methodological type and suggests a pentecostal theological method that builds on the strengths of each. He then offers
his own, original contribution, arguing for a reciprocal relationship between pentecostal spirituality and doctrine that
follows the pattern of lex orandi, lex credendi, and develops a doctrine of the Lord's supper as a demonstration of this
reciprocal relationship. Types of Pentecostal Theology provides critical insight into such fundamental issues as the
relationship between theology and philosophy, the dynamic between scripture and tradition, and the similarities and
differences between recent pentecostal theology and other currents in contemporary theology.
Challenges theological models of divine action that locate God's activity in human mind. Emphasizes God's relationship
with all of nature.
Perceptible inspiration, a term used by John Wesley to describe the complicated relationship between Holy Spirit,
religious knowledge, and the nature of spiritual being, is not unlike the term 'Methodist' which was also coined by critics of
Methodism during the eighteenth century in Britain. John Wesley's adversaries, especially the pseudonymous John
Smith with whom Wesley exchanged letters for a period of three years, frequently challenged the plausibility of direct
spiritual sensation, which Wesley defended. What does Wesley mean by perceptible inspiration? What does the teaching
reveal about the nature and existence of God in Wesley's thinking? What does it suggest about the spiritual nature of
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humankind? In John Wesley's Pneumatology, it is argued that 'perceptible inspiration' more than a sidebar of Methodist
thought, offers a useful model for considering the various features of Wesley's views on the work of the Spirit in relation
to human existence, participatory religious knowledge, and moral theology.
This handbook provides an interdisciplinary and diverse reference work to the Holy Spirit. Daniel Castelo and Kenneth M.
Loyer gathered together a wide range of voices that are religiously, geographically, and ethnically diverse, bringing
theology into conversation with biblical studies, ethics and morality, and global Christian studies. The T&T Clark
Handbook of Pneumatology examines the Holy Spirit in a variety of sources, such as the Synoptic Gospels, the Catholic
Epistles, the Old Testament, and the Hebrew Scriptures. It also includes chapters on key concepts in the field, such as
mediation and sacramentality, ecology, and creation. This broad scope enables readers to appreciate how nuanced the
field of Pneumatology is, and how it can be relevant for other Christian discourses.
One of the most exciting recent developments in theology has been an unprecedented interest in the person and work of
the Holy Spirit. In fact, Veli-Matti Karkkainen describes this phenomenon as a "pneumetalogical renaissance." But such
discussion should be informed, he contends, by two overarching principles. First, we must acknowledge the variety of
approaches to the experience of the Holy Spirit ecumenically: "No church can claim a monopoly on the Spirit, and no
tradition is specifically 'spirited.'" Second, talk about the Spirit must always be contextual and therefore culture-specific:
"The spirit of God . . . indwells believers and creation in specific and tangible ways." Working from this perspective, the
book introduces readers to pneumatology, the theology and spirituality of the Holy Spirit, in current international theology.
As such, the work offers a biblical, historical, and theological assessment of the Third Person of the Trinity. However,
unlike most textbooks on pneumatology, Karkkainen takes a fresh, innovative approach. Rather than focusing on any
single topic, his aim is to chart the various territories of contemporary writings and reflections on pneumatology.
Consequently, the volume examines various theological and denominational understandings of the Spirit (all major
Christian traditions are reviewed), assesses key contemporary theologians of the Spirit (e.g., Pannenberg, Moltmann,
and Pinnock), and inquires into several contextual approaches (e.g., liberation, feminist, and green). These distinctives
and the emphasis on the contemporary global scene make this a unique volume. An up-to-date survey of the most
noteworthy and theologically pregnant orientations to the Spirit in the worldwide ecumenical and intercultural scene, this
work will guide readers in discerning the Holy Spirit's activity at the beginning of the third millennium. --discusses
ecumenical, international, and contextual pneumatologies --ecumenical emphasis ranges from Eastern Orthodox to
Pentecostal/charismatic --international scope gives voice to African and Latin American perspectives --covers major
pneumatologies --provides a comprehensive bibliography
This is a study of Spirit-Christology--a contemporary theological model of the relationship between Jesus Christ and the
Holy Spirit. Del Colle measures this christological model against trinitarian theology and tests its viability. He investigates
in particular the development of a Roman Catholic Spirit-Christology, which has arisen from within the modern neoscholastic theological tradition. Contrary to other interpreters, Del Colle argues that an incarnational christology and a
Spirit-Christology are not conflicting but complementary and that this is recognized by the older and deeper tradition. In
conclusion, he seeks to demonstrate the productivity of the Spirit-Christological model in reference to three major areas
of concern for contemporary systematic theology: cultural pluralism and diversity, emancipation and social praxis, and
inter-religious dialogue.
Designed for ministry internship, practicum, and theological field education courses, A Guide to Theological Reflection by
Jim Wilson and Earl Waggoner guides ministers-in-training through the key component of fruitful ministry experience,
honest and insightful theological reflection.
This guide aims to elaborate and constructively engage some of the ongoing dogmatic challenges within the field of
Christian pneumatology. Rather than a strict survey, the book largely represents a collection of working proposals on a
number of relevant themes, including cosmology, mediation, the nature and role of Spirit-baptism, and discernment. For
those who have found pneumatology frustrating and confusing, the book can serve as an aid to clarify some of the most
crucial matters at stake in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit and in turn provide some ways forward amidst the morass of
possibilities available.
A study of how Christians understood the Holy Spirit in the 5th and 6th centuries. Humphries argues that we can see
various schools of thought within Christianity in this period, but that many of them are occupied with similar questions
about how to understand human life and how to understand divine life.
No sooner have they mastered the basics than students of theology can quickly find themselves in over their heads. They
are bombarded with claim and counter-claim as soon as they want to tackle anything topical. The contentious subjects
tend to be the historical Jesus, gender and sexuality, or the atonement. Other subjects might be less contentious but
attract an astonishing excess of literature. Take the vast literature tackling the subject of the Church, for instance, or the
bloated body of tomes on various aspects of Pneumatology. This book tries to provide the bewildered and intimidated
student with a primer that is at once introductory and incisive; approachable and informative. It will help those training for
ministry to recover their fascination for the subject of theology and how it could apply to their future ministry. Subjects
covered include - The Quests for the Historical Jesus - Third Article Theology - The Missional Church - Liberation
Theology - Feminist, LGBT and Queer Approaches - Postmodern Faith and the Emerging Church - Nonviolent
Atonement
Theological anthropology is a vast and complex doctrinal subject that needs to be elaborated with careful attention to its relation to other
major doctrines. It must confess the glory and misery of humanity, from creation in the image of God to the fall into a state of sin. It must
reckon with a holism that spans distinctions between body, soul, and spirit, and a unity that encompasses male and female, as well as racial
and cultural difference. The Christian Doctrine of Humanity represents the proceedings of the sixth annual Los Angeles Theology
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Conference, which sought constructively and comprehensively to engage the task of theological anthropology.
This book explores how Seventh-day Adventists, like other Christians, can benefit from generating their own version of communio
ecclesiology. It starts by offering a critical analysis of the status quo of the existing Adventist portrayal of church as remnant, and suggests
potential ways of moving this tradition forward. To articulate a more rounded and comprehensive vision of the church’s rich and multifaceted
relational nature, this book draws on the mainstream Christian koinonia-based framework. Consequently, it provides possible solutions to
some of the most divisive ecclesial issues that Christian communities face today regarding church structure, ministry, mission, communal
interpretation, and reform. As it sets on a new footing the conversation between Adventism and other mainstream Christian traditions, the
methodology of this book serves as a pathway for any Christian community to use when revisiting and enhancing its own current theologies
of the church.
With his latest book, The Holy Spirit before Christianity, John R. Levison again changes the face and foundation of Christian belief in the Holy
Spirit. The categories Christians have used, the boundaries they have created, the proprietary claims they have made--all of these evaporate,
now that Levison has looked afresh at Scripture. In a study that is both poignant and provocative, Levison takes readers back five hundred
years before Jesus, where he discovers history's first grasp of the Holy Spirit as a personal agent. The prophet Haggai and the author of
Isaiah 56-66, in their search for ways to grapple with the tragic events of exile and to articulate hope for the future, took up old exodus
traditions of divine agents--pillars of fire, an angel, God's own presence--and fused them with belief in God's Spirit. Since it was the Spirit of
God who led Israel up from Egypt and formed them into a holy nation, now, the prophets assured their hearers, the Spirit of God would lead
and renew those returning from exile. Taking this point of origin as our guide, Christian pneumatology--belief in the Holy Spirit--is less about
an exclusively Christian experience or doctrine and more about the presence of God in the grand scheme of Israel's history, in which
Christianity is ancient Israel's heir. This explosive observation traces the essence of Christian pneumatology deep into the heart of the
Hebrew Scriptures. The implications are fierce: the priority of Israelite tradition at the headwaters of pneumatology means that Christians can
no longer hold stubbornly to the Holy Spirit as an exclusively Christian belief. But the implications are hopeful as well, offering Christians a
richer history, a renewed vocabulary, a shared path with Judaism, and the promise of a more expansive and authentic experience of the Holy
Spirit.
What was the Holy Spirit doing at the cross of Jesus Christ? Jesus’ death and resurrection are central to God’s reconciliation with humanity.
Does the Holy Spirit’s work pause between Gethsemane and the resurrection? What does the phrase “through the eternal Spirit” in
Hebrews 9:14 mean? In this book, Tan examines the perspectives of John Vernon Taylor, Jürgen Moltmann, and John D. Zizioulas, from
whom three views of the Spirit’s role at the cross are discerned: the Spirit as the “bond of love” between the Father and the Son; the Spirit
as the Son’s coworker, enabler, and power; and the Spirit as the unifier who unites humanity to the Son. In addition, Karl Barth provides the
intriguing concept of the Spirit as divine Judge (along with the Father and the Son) and specifically the one who carries out God’s judgment
in Jesus Christ, the Elect. Integrating these theological perspectives with an in-depth examination of the manuscript and exegetical and
hermeneutical history of Hebrews 9:14, Tan offers another way of understanding the role of the Spirit at the cross: Christ as the Father’s
“pneumatic crucible” in whom sinful humanity is judged, destroyed, and reborn through the power of the Holy Spirit.
An internationally respected scholar offers a biblical, historical, and theological assessment of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, focusing on the
ecumenical and contextual experiences of the Spirit. This comprehensive review of pneumatology in global perspective examines various
theological and denominational understandings of the Spirit, assesses key contemporary theologians of the Spirit, and inquires into several
contextual approaches. The new edition has been substantially updated throughout to account for major developments in theology over the
past decade and includes added coverage of interfaith issues.
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